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1.

DUDARD : I feel certain scruples ! I feel it's my duty to stick by my employers and my
friends, through thick and thin.

BERENGER : It's not as if you were married to them.

DUI)ARD : I've renounced marriage. I prefer the great universal family to the little
domestic one.
(a)

Identifying the lines above, interpret them in theirContextand in terms of your understanding

of the themesof the play.
(b)

Show how the passage above illustrates and contributesto any two important themes

of the play.
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In your view, would the presentation improve if the central character, Shen Teh/Shui Ta, was

played by a man ? Give a reasoned answer in the context of Brecht's theories of alienation.
Or

C tically assess the title, content and significance of the Song of the Defencelessness of the

Good and the Gods.
3.

"(1) Vladimir and Estragon all attention, Pozzo dejected and disgusted.
(2) Vladimir and Estragon begin to protest, Pozzo's sufferings increase.

(3) Vladimir and Estragon attentive again, Pozzo more and more agitated and groaning.
(4) Vladimir and Estragon protest violently. Pozzo jumps up, pulls on the rope. General outcry.

his textrAll three throw themselves on Lucky,—

Lucky pulls on the

who struggles and shouts hist text."
Put the liens in their context and briefly analyse why the characters are behaving in this manner.

ritically assess the relationship of Vladimir and Estragon. Are they depictions of a stationary

order or agents of change ?
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Ibsen's Ghosts expresses the anxieties of a society whose values are shown to be false and
Discuss.
Or

n Mrs. Alving, Ibsen has created the prototype of the early feminist. Do you agree ? Give

a reasoned answer,
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Unlike his more famous play, Brecht's The Good Person of Szechwan, is not about stating
Marxian ideals but about working out ways Ofradicalising a society. Discuss.

Critically assess the last scene (l O)of Brecht's The Good Person of Szechwan. Does it present

a satisfactory resolution ?
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"What we see in his work is not some timeless condition humaine but war torn twentieth
century Europe 9." In your view is Beckett's WaitingFor Godot a critique of and a warning

against the way the western world had evolvedin the decades preceding the writing and
performance of this play ? Give a reasoned answer.
Or

tically assess the importanceof Act Il of WaitingFor Godot. Is it a case of
"Nothing

happens,twice" or does it add to or contradictthe thematicconcernsof
Act I
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